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ABSTRACT

Vocalization is an essential medium for social and sexual signaling in most birds and mammals.1

Consequently, the analysis of vocal behavior is of great interest to fields such as neuroscience and2

linguistics. A standard approach to analyzing vocalization involves segmenting the sound stream3

into discrete vocal elements, calculating a number of handpicked acoustic features, and then using4

the feature values for subsequent quantitative analysis. While this approach has proven powerful,5

it suffers from several crucial limitations: First, handpicked acoustic features may miss important6

dimensions of variability that are important for communicative function. Second, many analyses7

assume vocalizations fall into discrete vocal categories, often without rigorous justification. Third, a8

syllable-level analysis requires a consistent definition of syllable boundaries, which is often difficult9

to maintain in practice and limits the sorts of structure one can find in the data. To address these10

shortcomings, we apply a data-driven approach based on the variational autoencoder (VAE), an11

unsupervised learning method, to the task of characterizing vocalizations in two model species:12

the laboratory mouse (Mus musculus) and the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). We find that the13

VAE converges on a parsimonious representation of vocal behavior that outperforms handpicked14

acoustic features on a variety of common analysis tasks, including representing acoustic similarity and15

recovering a known effect of social context on birdsong. Additionally, we use our learned acoustic16

features to argue against the widespread view that mouse ultrasonic vocalizations form discrete17

syllable categories. Lastly, we present a novel “shotgun VAE” that can quantify moment-by-moment18

variability in vocalizations. In all, we show that data-derived acoustic features confirm and extend19

existing approaches while offering distinct advantages in several critical applications.20

1 Introduction21

Vocalization is an essential medium for social and sexual signaling in most birds and mammals, and also serves as a22

natural substrate for language and music in humans. Consequently, the analysis of vocal behavior is of great interest to23

ethologists, psychologists, linguists, and neuroscientists. A major goal of these various lines of enquiry is to develop24

methods for quantitative analysis of vocal behavior, efforts that have resulted in several powerful methods that enable25

the automatic or semi-automatic analysis of vocalizations. Key to this approach has been the existence of software26

packages that calculate acoustic features for each syllable within a vocalization [4, 39, 40, 7, 6]. For example, Sound27

Analysis Pro, focused on birdsong, calculates 14 features for each syllable, including duration, spectral entropy, and28

goodness of pitch, and uses these as a basis for subsequent clustering and analysis [39]. More recently, MUPET and29

DeepSqueak have applied a similar approach to mouse vocalizations, with a heavy focus on syllable clustering [40, 7].30

Collectively, these and similar software packages have helped facilitate numerous discoveries, including the overnight31

consolidation of learned birdsong [9], cultural evolution among isolate zebra finches [11], and differences in ultrasonic32

vocalizations (USVs) between mouse strains [40].33
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Despite these insights, this general approach suffers from several limitations. First, handpicked acoustic features are34

often highly correlated, and these correlations can result in redundant characterizations of vocalization. Second, an35

experimenter-driven approach may exclude features that are relevant for communicative function or, conversely, may36

emphasize features that are not salient or capture negligible variation in the data. Third, there is no diagnostic approach37

to determine when enough acoustic features have been collected: Could there be important variation in the vocalizations38

that the chosen features simply fail to capture? Lastly and most generally, committing to a syllable-level analysis39

necessitates a consistent definition of syllable boundaries, which is often difficult in practice. It limits the sorts of40

structure one can find in the data, and is often difficult to relate to time series such as neural data, for which the relevant41

timescales are believed to be orders of magnitude faster than syllable rate.42

Here, we address these shortcomings by applying a data-driven approach based on variational autoencoders (VAEs)43

[24, 32] to the task of quantifying vocal behavior in two model species: the laboratory mouse (Mus musculus) and44

the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). The VAE is an unsupervised modeling approach that learns from data a pair45

of probabilistic maps, an “encoder” and a “decoder,” capable of compressing the data into a small number of latent46

variables while attempting to preserve as much information as possible. In doing so, it discovers features that best47

capture variability in the data, offering a nonlinear generalization of methods like PCA and ICA that adapts well to48

high-dimensional data like natural images [16]. By applying this technique to collections of single syllables, encoded as49

time-frequency spectrograms, we looked for latent spaces underlying vocal repertoires across individuals, strains, and50

species, asking whether these data-dependent features might reveal aspects of vocal behavior overlooked by traditional51

acoustic metrics.52

Our contributions are threefold: First, we show that the VAE’s learned acoustic features outperform common sets of53

handpicked features in a variety of tasks, including capturing acoustic similarity, representing a well-studied effect of54

social context on zebra finch song, and comparing the USVs of different mouse strains. Second, using our learned latent55

features, we report new results concerning both mice and zebra finches, including the finding that mouse USV syllables56

do not appear to cluster into distinct subtypes, as is commonly assumed, but rather form a broad continuum. Third, we57

present a novel approach to characterizing stereotyped vocal behavior that does not rely on syllable boundaries, one58

which we find is capable of quantifying subtle changes in behavioral variability on tens-of-milliseconds timescales. In59

all, we show that data-derived acoustic features confirm and extend findings gained by existing approaches to vocal60

analysis, and offer distinct advantages over handpicked acoustic features in several critical applications.61

2 Results62

2.1 Autoencoders learn a low-dimensional space of vocal features63

Figure 1: Autoencoders learn a latent vocal manifold. a) The VAE takes spectrograms as input (left column), maps them
via a probabilistic “encoder” to a vector of latent dimensions (middle column), and reconstructs a spectrogram via a
“decoder” (right column). The VAE attempts to ensure that these probabilistic maps match the original and reconstructed
spectrograms as closely as possible. b) The resulting latent vectors can then be visualized via dimensionality reduction
techniques like principal components analysis. c) Interpolations in latent space correspond to smooth syllable changes
in spectrogram space. A series of points (dots) along a straight line in the inferred latent space is mapped, via the
decoder, to a series of smoothly changing spectrograms (right). This correspondence between inferred features and
realistic dimensions of variation is often observed when VAEs are applied to data like natural images [24, 32]
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We trained a variational autoencoder (VAE) [24, 32] to learn a probabilistic mapping between vocalizations and a latent64

feature space. Specifically, we mapped single-syllable spectrogram images (D = 16, 384 pixels) to vectors of latent65

features (D = 32) and back to the spectrogram space (Figure 1a). As with most VAE methods, we parameterized both66

our encoder and decoder using convolutional neural networks, with the two maps jointly trained to maximize a lower67

bound on the probability of the data given the model (see Methods). As visualized in Figure 1b, the result is a continuous68

latent space that captures the complex geometry of vocalizations. Each point in this latent space represents a single69

spectrogram image, and trajectories in this latent space represent sequences of spectrograms that smoothly interpolate70

between start and end syllables (Figure 1c). Although we cannot visualize the full 32-dimensional latent space, methods71

like PCA and the UMAP algorithm [27] allow us to communicate results in an informative and unsupervised way. The72

VAE training procedure can thus be seen as a compression algorithm that represents each spectrogram as a collection73

of 32 numbers describing data-derived vocal features. In what follows, we will show that these features outperform74

traditional handpicked features on a wide variety of analysis tasks.75

2.2 Learned features capture and expand upon typical acoustic features76

Most previous approaches to analyzing vocalizations have focused on tabulating a predetermined set of features such as77

syllable duration or entropy variance that are used for subsequent processing and analysis [40, 7, 39, 4]. We thus asked78

whether our learned feature space simply recapitulated these known features or also captured new types of information79

missed by traditional acoustic metrics. To address the first question, we mapped a publicly available collection of80

mouse USV syllables [1] into our learned latent space (31,440 total syllables) and colored the results according to three81

features — frequency bandwidth, maximum frequency, and duration — calculated by the analysis program MUPET82

[40]. As Figure 2a-c show, each acoustic feature appears to be encoded in a smooth gradient across our learned latent83

space, indicating that information about each has been preserved. In fact, when we quantified this pattern by asking84

how much variance in a wide variety of commonly used acoustic metrics could be accounted for by latent features (see85

Methods), we found that values ranged from 64% to 95%, indicating that most or nearly all traditional features were86

captured by our latent space (see Figure S1 for individual acoustic features). Furthermore, we found that, when the87

analysis was reversed, commonly used acoustic features were not able to explain as much variance in the VAE latent88

features, indicating a prediction asymmetry between the two sets (Figure 2e). That is, our learned features carry most of89

the information available in traditional features, as well as unique information missed by those metrics.90

A potential explanation for this phenomenon lies in the latent feature disentangling properties of the VAE. Because the91

VAE is a Bayesian method that makes use of a prior on latent features, it benefits from an “automatic Occam’s Razor”92

[26], pruning away unused latent dimensions and generally encouraging discovered latents to be uncorrelated [3]. By93

contrast, while the three software packages we tested (SAP [39], MUPET [40], DeepSqueak [7]) measure upwards of94

14 acoustic features per syllable, we find that these features often exhibit high correlations (Figure 2d,S2), effectively95

reducing the number of independent measurements available.96

We thus attempted to quantify the effective representational capacity of the VAE and current best approaches in terms97

of the dimensionalities of their respective feature spaces. We begin by noting that the VAE, although trained with a98

latent space of 32 dimensions, converges on a parsimonious representation that makes use of only 5 to 7 dimensions,99

with variance apportioned roughly equally between these (Figure S3). For the handpicked features, we normalized100

each feature independently by z-score to account for scale differences. For comparison purposes, we applied the same101

normalization step to our learned features and calculated the cumulative feature variance as a function of number of102

principal components (Figure 2f). In such a plot, shallow linear curves are preferred, since this indicates that variance103

is apportioned roughly equally among principal components and the effective dimensionality of the space is large.104

Equivalently, this means that the eigenvalue spectrum of the feature correlation matrix is close to the identity. As Figure105

2f thus makes clear, the spaces spanned by our learned latent features have comparatively higher effective dimension106

than the spaces spanned by traditional features, suggesting that the learned features have a higher representational107

capacity.108
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Figure 2: Learned acoustic features capture and expand upon traditional features. a-c) A UMAP projection of latent
descriptions of mouse USVs, colored by various traditional acoustic features. The smoothly varying colors reflect
that these traditional acoustic features are represented by the latent features. d) Many traditional features are highly
correlated. When applied to the mouse USVs from a-c, many of the acoustic features compiled by the analysis program
MUPET have high correlations, although an ideal representation would exhibit minimal off-diagonal correlations. e) To
better understand the representational capacity of traditional and latent acoustic features, we used each set of features to
predict the other and vice versa (see Methods). We find that, across software programs, our learned latent features were
better able to predict the values of traditional features than vice-versa, suggesting they have a higher representational
capacity. f) As a another test of representational capacity, we performed PCA on the feature vectors to determine the
effective dimensionality of the space spanned by each set of features (see Methods). We find in all cases that latent
features require more principal components to account for the same portion of feature variance, evidence that latent
features span a higher dimensional space than traditional features applied to same datasets.

The degree to which our learned features capture novel information can also be demonstrated by considering their ability109

to encode a notion of spectrogram similarity, since this is a typical use to which they are put in clustering algorithms110

(although see [40] for an alternative approach to clustering). We tested this by selecting query spectrograms and asking111

for the closest spectrograms as represented in both the DeepSqueak acoustic feature space and learned latent space.112

As Figure 3 shows, DeepSqueak feature space often fails to return similar spectrograms, whereas the learned latent113

space reliably produces close matches (see Figure S4 for a representative sample). This suggest that the learned features114

better characterize local variation in the data by more accurately arranging nearest neighbors.115
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Figure 3: Latent features better represent acoustic similarity. top row: example spectrograms middle row: nearest
neighbors in latent space bottom row: nearest neighbors in DeepSqueak feature space.

2.3 Latent spaces facilitate comparisons between vocal repertoires116

Many experimental designs require quantifying differences between sets of vocalizations. As a result, the ability of a117

feature set to distinguish between syllables, individuals, and groups poses a key test of our approach. Here, we apply118

our VAE features to several comparison problems for which handpicked features are often used.119

For example, a common comparison in birdsong research is that between female-directed and undirected song. It is120

well-established in the literature that directed song is more stereotyped and slightly faster than undirected song [37]. We121

thus asked whether our learned features can detect this effect. In Figure 4a we plot the first two principal components of122

named acoustic features calculated by the Sound Analysis Pro software package [39] for both directed and undirected123

renditions of a single zebra finch song syllable. We note a generally diffuse arrangement and a subtle leftward bias in124

the directed syllables compared to the undirected syllables. Figure 4b displays the same syllables with respect to the125

first two principal components of our learned latent features, showing a much more concentrated distribution of directed126

syllables relative to undirected syllables. In fact, when we quantify this reduction of variability across all feature-space127

dimensions and song syllables (see Methods), learned latent features consistently report greater variability reductions128

than SAP-generated features (Figure 4c; SAP: 0-20%, VAE: 27-37%) indicating latent features are more sensitive to129

this effect.130

Similarly, we can ask whether latent features are able to capture differences between groups of individuals. In [40],131

the authors compared USVs of 12 strains of mice using a clustering-based approach. Here, we perform an alternative132

version of this analysis using two publicly available mouse strains (C57/BL6 and DBA/2) that were included in this133

earlier study. Figure 4d shows a UMAP projection of the 31,440 detected syllables, colored by mouse strain. Visualized134

with UMAP, clear differences between the USV distributions are apparent. In contrast to traditional acoustic features135

such as ’mean frequency’, individual latent features (vector components) are generally less interpretable. Despite this,136

we note that, when taken together with an “atlas” of USV shapes derived from this visualization (Figure S6), we can137

develop an intuitive understanding of the differences between the USVs of the two strains: the C57 mice mostly produce138

noisy USVs, while the DBA mice produce a much greater variety, including many short low-frequency syllables that139

C57s rarely produce.140

Given these results, we asked whether these strain differences are evident at the level of individual 6.5-minute recording141

sessions. To compare distributions of syllables without making restrictive parametric assumptions, we employed142

Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), a difference measure between pairs of distributions [13]. We estimated MMD143

between the distributions of latent syllable encodings for each pair of recording sessions (see Methods) and visualized144

the result as a distance matrix (Figure 4e). Here, lighter values indicate more similar syllable repertoires. We note that,145

in general, values are brighter when comparing repertoires within strains than when comparing across strains, consistent146

with the hypothesis of inter-strain differences. We also note some substructure, including a well-defined cluster within147

the C57 block (annotated).148

Finally, we used a much larger library of female-directed mouse USVs (36 individuals, 2-4 20-minute recording sessions149

each, 40 total hours of audio) to investigate the diversity and stability of syllable repertoires. We repeated the above150

procedure, estimating MMD for each pair of recording sessions (Figure S7), and then computed a t-SNE layout of the151

recording sessions (see Methods). In Figure 4f, each recording session is represented by a scatterpoint, and recordings of152

the same individual are connected and displayed in the same color. We note an overall organization of syllables into two153

clusters, corresponding to the genetic backgrounds of the mice. Furthermore, we note that almost all recordings of the154

same individuals are co-localized, indicating that within-subject differences in syllable repertoire are smaller than those155

between individuals. Although it has been previously shown that a deep convolutional neural network can be trained156
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to classify USV syllables according to mouse identity with good accuracy [18], here we see that repertoire features157

learned in a wholly unsupervised fashion very nearly do the same, evidence that mice emit individually-stereotyped,158

stable vocal repertoires.159

Figure 4: Latent features better capture differences in sets of vocalizations. a) The first two principal components
in SAP feature space of a single zebra finch song syllable, showing differences in directed and undirected syllable
distributions. b) The first two principal components of latent means, showing the same comparison. Learned latent
features more clearly indicate differences between the two conditions by clustering directed syllables together. c)
Acoustic variability of each song syllable as measured by SAP features and latent features (see Methods). Latent
features more clearly represent the constriction of variability in the directed context. d) A UMAP projection of the
latent means of USV syllables from two strains of mice, showing clear differences in their vocal repertoires. e) A
matrix showing Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) between syllable repertoires for each pair of the 40 recording
sessions from d (see Methods). Lighter values correspond to more similar syllable repertoires. f) Visualization of USV
repertoire variation across strains, individuals, and days. The dataset, which is distinct from that represented in d and
e, contains 36 individuals, 118 recording sessions, and 156,180 total syllables. Color indicates individual mice, and
scatterpoints of the same color represent repertoires recorded on different days. Distances between points represent
the similarity in vocal repertoires (see Methods), with closer points more similar. We note that the major source of
repertoire variability corresponds to genetic background, corresponding to the two distinct clusters. A smaller level of
variability can be seen across individuals in the same clusters. Finally, we see that individual mice have repertoires with
even less variability, indicated by the close proximity of most repertoires from a single mouse. The degree to which
these connected points are spatially localized reflects the individuality of vocal repertoires.

2.4 Latent features fail to support cluster substructure in USVs160

Above, we have shown that, by mapping complex sets of vocalizations to low-dimensional latent representations,161

autoencoders allow us to visualize the relationships among elements in mouse vocal repertoires. The same is likewise162

true for songbirds such as the zebra finch, T. guttata. Figure 5 compares the geometry of learned latent spaces for163

an individual of each species as visualized via UMAP. As expected, the finch latent space exhibits well-delineated164

clusters corresponding to song syllables (Figure 5a). However, as seen above, mouse USVs clump together in a single165

quasi-continuous mass (Figure 5b). This raises a puzzle, since the clustering of mouse vocalizations is often considered166

well-established in the literature [17, 4, 43, 6, 15] and is assumed in most other analyses of these data [40, 7]. Clusters167
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of mouse USVs are used to assess differences across strains [40], social contexts [6, 7, 14], and genotypes [12], and the168

study of transition models among clusters of syllables has given rise to models of syllable sequences that do not readily169

extend to the non-clustered case [17, 6].170

Figure 5: Bird syllables clearly cluster, but mouse USVs do not. a) UMAP projection of the song syllables of a
single male zebra finch (14,270 syllables) b) UMAP projection of the USV syllables of a single male mouse (17,400
syllables) c) the same UMAP projection as in b, colored by MUPET-assigned labels d) Mean silhouette coefficient, an
unsupervised clustering metric, applied to latent descriptions of zebra finch song syllables and mouse syllables. The
dotted line indicates the null hypothesis of a single covariance-matched Gaussian noise cluster fit by the same algorithm.
Each scatterpoint indicates a cross-validation fold, and scores are plotted as differences from the null model. Higher
scores indicate more clustering. e) Interpolations (horizontal series) between distinct USV shapes (left and right edges)
demonstrating the lack of data gaps between putative USV clusters.

We therefore asked whether mouse USVs do, in fact, cluster or whether, as our latent space projection suggests, they171

form a single continuum. In principle, this is impossible to answer, because, without the benefit of ground truth labels,172

clustering is an unsupervised learning method. Moreover, there is little consensus among researchers as to the best173

method for assessing clustering and where the cutoff between clustered and non-clustered data lies [19]. In practice,174

new clustering algorithms are held to function well when they outperform previous approaches and produce sensible175

results on data widely agreed on to be clustered. Thus, while it is clear that birdsong should be and is clustered by the176

VAE (Figure 5a), we can only ask whether clustering is a more or less satisfying account of the mouse data in Figure 5b.177

To address this question, we performed a series of analyses to examine the clustering hypothesis from complementary178

angles. First, we asked how clusters detected by other analysis approaches correspond to regions in our latent space. As179

shown in Figure 5c, clusters detected by MUPET roughly correspond to regions of the UMAP projection, with some180

overlap between clusters (e.g., purple and blue clusters) and some non-contiguity of single clusters (red and orange181

clusters). That is, even though clusters do broadly label different subsets of syllables, they also appear to substantially182

bleed into one another, unlike the finch song syllables in Figure 5a. However, it might be objected that Figure 5b183

displays the UMAP projection, which only attempts to preserve local relationships between nearest neighbors and is184

not to be read as an accurate representation of the latent geometry. Might the lack of apparent clusters result from185

distortions produced by the projection to two dimensions? To test this, we calculated several unsupervised clustering186

metrics on full, unprojected latent descriptions of zebra finch and mouse syllables (see Methods). Both bird syllables187

and mouse USVs were more clustered than moment-matched samples of Gaussian noise, a simple null hypothesis,188

but mouse USVs were closer to the null than to birdsong on multiple goodness-of-clustering metrics (Figure 5d,S8).189

Finally, we tested whether the data contained noticeable gaps between syllables in different clusters. If syllable clusters190

are well-defined, there should not be smooths sequences of data points connecting distinct examples. However, we find191
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that even the most acoustically disparate syllables can be connected with a sequence of syllables exhibiting more-or-less192

smooth acoustic variation, in contrast to zebra finch syllables (Figure S9). Thus, even though clustering may not193

constitute the best account of mouse USV syllable structure, learned latent features provide useful tools to both explore194

and quantify the acoustic variation within and across individuals.195

2.5 Measuring acoustic variability over tens of milliseconds196

Our results above have shown that data-derived latent features represent more information about syllables than traditional197

metrics and can successfully capture differences within and between individuals and groups. Here, we consider how a198

related approach can also shed light on the short-time substructure of vocal behavior.199

The analysis of syllables and other discrete segments of time is limited in at least two ways: First, timing information,200

such as the lengths of gaps between syllables, is ignored. Second, experimenters must choose the unit of analysis201

(syllable, song motif, bout), which has a significant impact on the sorts of structure that can be identified [21]. In an202

attempt to avoid these limitations, we pursued a complementary approach, using the VAE to infer latent descriptions of203

fixed duration audio segments, irrespective of syllable boundaries. Similar to the shotgun approach to gene sequencing204

[41] (and a related method of neural connectivity inference [38]), we trained the VAE on randomly sampled segments205

of audio, requiring that it learn latent descriptions sufficient to characterize any given time window during the recording.206

That is, this “shotgun-VAE” approach encouraged the autoencoder to find latent features sufficient to “glue” continuous207

sequences back together from random audio snippets.208

Figure 6a shows a UMAP projection of fixed-duration segments from a subset of the mouse USVs shown in Figure 5b.209

While this projection does reveal some structure (silence on the right, shorter to longer syllables in a gradient from210

right to left), there is no evidence of stereotyped sequential structure. In contrast, Figure 6b shows the same technique211

applied to bouts of zebra finch song, with the song represented as a single well-defined strand coursing clockwise from212

the bottom to the top left of the projection. Other notable features are the loop on the left containing repeated, highly213

variable introductory notes that precede and often join song renditions and a ‘linking note’ that sometimes joins song214

motifs. Most importantly, such a view of the data clearly illustrates not only stereotypy but variability: introductory215

notes are highly variable, but so are particular syllables (B, E) in contrast to others (C, F).216

Following this, we asked whether our shotgun VAE method could be used to assess the phenomenon of reduced217

variability in directed birdsong [37]. We examined the song portion of Figure 6b (Fig. 4c) in both directed and218

undirected conditions, warping each in time to account for well-documented differences in rhythm and tempo. We219

then trained a VAE on the warped spectrograms. As a plot of the first principle component of the latent embedding220

shows (Fig. 4d), the VAE is able to recover the expected reduction in directed song variability on a tens-of-milliseconds221

timescale relevant to the hypothesized neural underpinnings of the effect [10]. This result recapitulates similar analyses222

that have focused on harmonic and tonal syllables like A and B in Figure 4c [20], but our method is applicable to all223

syllables, yielding a continuous estimate of song variability (Fig. 4e). Thus, not only do VAE-derived latent variables224

capture structural properties of syllable repertoires, our shotgun VAE approach serves to characterize vocal dynamics as225

well.226
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Figure 6: Our shotgun VAE approach learns to compress arbitrary fixed-duration spectrograms of vocal behavior and
can be used to represent short-timescale variability and global trends in behavior. a) A latent mean UMAP projection of
100,000 200ms windows of USVs (cp. Figure 4a). b) A latent mean UMAP projection of 100,000 120ms windows of
zebra finch song (compare to Figure 4b) Stereotyped song progresses counterclockwise on the right side, while more
more variable, repeated introductory notes form a loop on the right side. c) A rendition of the song in b). d) The song’s
first principal component in latent space, showing both directed (blue) and undirected (purple) renditions. e) In contrast
to a syllable-level analysis, we can measure zebra finch song variability using the shotgun VAE in continuous time.
Song variability in both directed (purple) and undirected (cyan) contexts are plotted (see Methods).

Discussion227

The complexity and high dimensionality of vocal behavior have posed a persistent challenge to the scientific study228

of animal vocalization. In particular, comparisons of vocalizations across across time, individuals, groups, and229

experimental conditions require some means of characterizing the similarity of selected groups of vocal behaviors.230

Feature vector-based approaches and widespread software tools have gone a long way toward addressing this challenge231

and providing meaningful scientific insights, but the reliance of these methods on handpicked features leaves open the232

question of whether other feature sets might better characterize vocal variability.233

Here, by adopting a a data-driven approach, we have shown that features learned by the variational autoencoder (VAE),234

an unsupervised learning method, outperform frequently used acoustic features across a variety of common analysis235

tasks. As we have shown, these learned features are both more parsimonious (Figure S2), capture more variability in the236

data (Figure 2e,f), and better characterize vocalizations as judged by nearest neighbor similarity (Figure 3). Moreover,237

these features easily facilitate comparisons across sessions (Figure 4f), social contexts (Figure 4a-c), and individuals238

(Figure 4d-f), quantifying not only differences in mean vocal behavior (Figure 4d), but also in vocal variability (Figure239

4c).240

Moreover, we have argued above that, despite conventional wisdom, clustering is not the best account of the diversity of241

mouse vocal behavior. We argued this on the basis of multiple converging lines of evidence, but note three important242

qualifications: First, the huge variety of vocal behavior among rodents [2, 17, 29, 34, 35, 28] suggests the possibility of243

clustered vocal behavior in some mouse strains not included in our data. Second, it is possible that the difference in244

clustered and non-clustered data depends crucially on data set size. If real syllables even occasionally fall between245

well-defined clusters, a large enough data set might lightly “fill in” true gaps. Conversely, even highly clustered data246
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may look more or less continuous given an insufficient number of samples per cluster. While this does not appear to be247

the case in Figure 5, it is difficult to rule this out in general. Finally, our purely signal-level analysis of vocal behavior248

cannot address the possibility that a continuous distribution of syllables could nevertheless be perceived categorically.249

For example, swamp sparrows exhibit categorical neural and behavioral responses to changes in syllable duration [31].250

Nonetheless, we argue that, without empirical evidence to this effect in rodents, caution is in order when interpreting251

the apparent continuum of USV syllables in categorical terms.252

Lastly, we showed how a novel “shotgun VAE” approach can be used to extend our approach to the quantification of253

moment-by-moment vocal variability. In previous studies, syllable variability has only been quantified for certain well-254

characterized syllables like harmonic stacks in zebra finch song [20]. Our method, by contrast, provides a continuous255

variability measure for all syllables in Figure 6c. This is particularly useful for studies of the neural basis of this vocal256

variability, which is hypothesized to operate on millisecond to tens-of-milliseconds timescales [10].257

Nonetheless, as a data-driven method, our approach carries some drawbacks. Most notably, the VAE must be trained on258

a per-dataset basis. This is more computationally intensive than calculating typical acoustic features (≈1 hour training259

times on a GPU) and also prevents direct comparisons across datasets unless they are trained together in a single model.260

Additionally, the resulting learned features, representing nonlinear, non-separable acoustic effects, are somewhat less261

interpretable than named acoustic features like duration and spectral entropy. However, several recent studies in the262

VAE literature have attempted to address this issue by focusing on the introduction of covariates [36, 25, 22] and263

“disentangling” approaches that attempt to learn independent sources of variation in the data [16, 3], which we consider264

to be promising future directions.265

Finally, we note that while our focus in this work is vocal behavior, our training data are simply syllable spectrogram266

images. Similar VAE approaches could also be applied to other kinds of data summarizable as images or vectors. Our267

“shotgun VAE” approach could likewise be applied to sequences of such vectors, potentially revealing structures like268

those in Figure 6b. More broadly, our results suggest that data-driven dimensionality reduction methods, particularly269

modern nonlinear, overparameterized methods, and the latent spaces that come with them, offer a promising avenue for270

the study of many types of complex behavior.271

3 Methods272

Animal Statement273

All experiments were conducted according to protocols approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care and274

Use Committee.275

Recordings276

Recordings of C57BL/6 and DBA/2 mice were obtained from the MUPET Wiki [1]. These recordings are used in277

Figures 2a-f, 3, 4d-e, and 5e.278

Additional recordings of female-directed mouse USVs are analyzed in Figure 4f. These recordings comprise 36 male279

mice from various genetic backgrounds over 118 recording sessions of roughly 20 minutes each (≈40 total hours,280

156,180 total syllables). USVs were recorded with an ultrasonic microphone (Avisoft, CMPA/CM16), amplified281

(Presonus TubePreV2), and digitized at 300 kHz (Spike 7, CED). A subset of these recordings corresponding to a single282

individual (17,400 syllables) are further analyzed in Figure 5b-d, and 6a. Because these recordings contained more283

noise than the first set of C57/DBA recordings, we removed false positive syllables by training the VAE on all detected284

syllables, projecting latent syllables to two dimensions, and then removing syllables contained within the resulting285

cluster of noise syllables (see Figure S10).286

A single male zebra finch was recorded over two-day period (153-154 days post-hatch) in both female-directed287

and undirected contexts (14,270 total syllables). Songs were recorded with Sound Analysis Pro 2011.104 [39] in a288

soundproof box.289

Software Comparisons290

We compared our VAE method to three widely used vocal analysis packages: MUPET [40], DeepSqueak [7] (for mouse291

USVs) and SAP [39] (for birdsong). We used MUPET 2.0, DeepSqueak 2.0, and SAP 2011.104, each with default292

parameter settings. MUPET clusters were found using the combined C57/DBA data set [1], using the minimum number293

of clusters (10).294
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Audio Segmentation295

Individual USV syllable onsets and offsets were detected using MUPET with default parameter settings. DeepSqueak296

features were generated using the DeepSqueak “import from MUPET” feature (Figure [? ]E,G). Sliding window297

analysis was restricted to manually-defined regions (bouts) of vocalization. Zebra finch songs were segmented298

semi-automatically: first we selected four representative song renditions from each individual. Then we converted299

these to spectrograms using a Short Time Fourier Transform with Hann windows of length 512 and overlap of 256,300

averaged these spectrograms, and blurred the reusult using a gaussian filter with 0.5 pixel standard deviation. The301

result was a song template used to match against the remaining data. Specifically, we looked for local maxima in302

the normalized cross-correlation between the template and each audio file. Matches corresponded to local maxima303

with cross-correlations above 1.8 median absolute deviations from the median, calculated on a per-audio-file basis.304

A spectrogram was then computed for each match. All match spectrograms were then projected to two dimensions305

using UMAP [27], from which a single well-defined cluster, containing stereotyped song, was retained. Zebra finch306

syllable onsets and offsets were then detected using SAP on this collection of song renditions. We used the following307

hand-picked SAP parameters: frequency range=11,025Hz; FFT window: 9.27ms; advance window: 1ms; contour308

threshold: 10; pitch calculation: ‘simple pitch average, mean frequency’; amplitude segmentation with syllables defined309

when amplitude > 42.4; minimum stop duration: 7ms; bout ends when stop > 100ms; minimum syllable duration:310

15ms. After segmentation, syllable spectrograms were projected to two dimensions using UMAP, and eight well-defined311

clusters of incorrectly segmented syllables were removed, leaving six well-defined clusters of song syllables.312

Spectrograms313

Spectrograms were computed using the log modulus of a signal’s Short Time Fourier Transform, computed using Hann314

windows of length 512 and overlap of 256 for bird vocalization, and length 1024 and overlap 512 for mouse vocalization.315

Sample rates were 32kHz for bird vocalization and 250kHz for mouse vocalization, except for the recordings in Figure316

3f, which were sampled at a rate of 300kHz. The resulting time/frequency representation was then interpolated at317

desired frequencies and times. Frequencies were mel-spaced from 0.4 to 10kHz for bird recordings and linearly spaced318

from 30 to 110kHz for mouse recordings. For both species, syllables longer than tmax = 200ms were discarded.319

Additionally, short syllables were stretched in time in a way that preserved relative duration, but encouraged the VAE to320

represent fine temporal details. Specifically, a syllable of duration t was stretched by a factor of
√

tmax
t . The resulting321

spectrograms were then clipped to manually tuned minimum and maximum values: mice from Figure 2, Figures 3,322

4d-e, and 5c-e (2.0,6.0); mice from Figures 4f, 5a, 6a (-6.5,-2.5); zebra finch (2.0,6.5). The values were then linearly323

stretched to lie in the interval [0,1]. The resulting spectrograms were 128 x 128 = 16384 pixels, with syllables shorter324

than tmax zero-padded symmetrically.325

Model Training326

Our variational autoencoder is implemented in PyTorch (v1.1.0) and trained to maximize the standard evidence lower327

bound (ELBO) objective using the reparameterization trick and ADAM optimization [24, 32, 30, 23]. The encoder328

and decoder are deep convolutional neural networks with fixed architecture diagrammed in Figure S11. The latent329

dimension was fixed to 32, which was found to be sufficient for all training runs. The approximate posterior was330

parameterized as a normal distribution with low rank plus diagonal covariance: q(z) = N (z;µ, uu> + diag(d)) where331

µ is the latent mean, u is a 32x1 covariance factor, and d was the latent diagonal, a vector of length 32. The observation332

distribution was parameterized as N (µ, 0.1) where µ was the output of the decoder. All activation functions were333

Rectified Linear Units. Learning rate was set to 10−3 and batch size was set to 64.334

Comparison of VAE and handpicked features335

For each analysis tool (MUPET, DeepSqueak, SAP), we assembled two feature sets: one calculated by the comparison336

tool (e.g., MUPET featurs) and one a matched VAE set. For the first set, each feature calculated by the program was337

z-scored and all components with non-zero variance were retained (9/9, 10/10, and 13/14 components for MUPET,338

DeepSqueak, and SAP, respectively). For the second set, we trained a VAE on all syllables, computed latent means of339

these via the VAE encoder, and removed principal components containing less than 1% of the total feature variance (7,340

5, and 5 out of 32 components retained for MUPET, DeepSqueak, and SAP syllables, respectively). Each feature set341

was used as a basis for predicting the features in the other set using k-nearest neighbors regression with k set to 10 and342

nearest neighbors determined using Euclidean distance in the assembled feature spaces. The variance-explained value343

reported is the average over 5 shuffled train/test folds (Figure 2e).344
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Unlike latent features, traditional features do not come equipped with a natural scaling. For this reason, we z-scored345

traditional features to avoid tethering our analyses to the identities of particular acoustic features involved. Then,346

to fairly compare the effective dimensionalities of traditional and acoustic features, we thus also z-scored the latent347

features as well, thereby disregarding the natural scaling of the latent features. PCA was then performed on the resulting348

scaled feature set (Figure 2f).349

Birdsong Variability Index350

For Figure 4c, given a set {zi|i = 1 . . . n} of feature vectors of n syllables, we defined a variability index for the data351

as follows:352

V.I. = min
zi

ρ(zi) (1)

where ρ(z) is proportional to a robust estimator of the variance of the data around z:353

ρ(z) = median
zj

||z − zj ||22 (2)

We calculate above metric for every combination of syllable (A-F), feature set (SAP-generated vs. VAE-generated),354

and social context (directed vs. undirected) and report the variability index of the directed condition relative to the355

variability index of the undirected condition (Figure 4c).356

For Figure 6e, we would ideally use the variability index defined above, but ρ(z) is expensive to compute for each357

data point, as required in (1). Thus, we use an approximate center point defined by the median along each coordinate:358

ẑi ≡ median(zi), where the superscript here represents the ith coordinate of z. That is, ẑ contains the medians of359

the marginal distributions. This value is calculated for each combination of timepoint and social context (directed vs.360

undirected) and plotted in Figure 6e.361

Maximum Mean Discrepancy362

We used the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) integral probability metric to quantify differences in sets of syllables363

[13]. Given random variables x and y, MMD is defined over a function class F as supf∈F Ex[f(x)]− Ey[f(y)]. Here,364

F was taken to the set of functions on the unit ball in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with fixed spherical Gaussian365

kernel. The kernel width σ was chosen to be the median distance between points in the aggregate sample {xi} ∪ {yi}, a366

common heuristic [13]. In our application (Figure 3e), we obtained 20 approximately 6.5 minute recordings of male367

C57BL/6 mice and 20 approximately 6.5 minute recordings of male DBA/2 mice (see Recordings). Latent means of368

USVs from a single recording were treated as independent and identically distributed draws from a recording-specific369

USV distribution, and MMD was estimated using these latent means. In Figure 4e, these MMD values are represented370

as a matrix with darker values representing more distinct repertoires. The order of rows was obtained by agglomerative371

clustering. In Figure 4f, a t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) was computed for each recording372

session, with the distance between recording sessions taken to be the estimated MMD between them.373

Unsupervised Clustering Metrics374

We used three unsupervised clustering metrics to assess the quality of clustering for both zebra finch and mouse375

syllables: the mean silhouette coefficient [33], the Calinski-Harabasz Index [5], and the Davies-Bouldin Index [8].376

For each species (zebra finch and mouse) we partitioned the data for tenfold cross-validation (train on 9/10, test on377

1/10 held out). For a null comparison, for each 10% subset of the data, we created a synthetic Gaussian noise dataset378

matched for covariance and number of samples. These synthetic noise data sets were then used to produce the dotted379

line in Figure 5d.380

For each data split, we clustered using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with full covariance using Expectation381

Maximization on the training set. We then evaluated each clustering metric on the test set. The number of clusters, k,382

was set to 6 in Figure 5d, but qualitatively similar results were obtained when k was allowed to vary between 2 and 12383

(Figure S8). Reported values in Figure 5d and Figure S8 are the differences in unsupervised metrics on real data and384

Gaussian noise for each cross-validation fold, with a possible sign change to indicate higher values as more clustered.385

Shotgun VAE386

To perform the analysis in Figure 6a-b, regions of active vocalization were defined manually for both species (22387

minutes of mouse recordings, 2 minutes of zebra finch recordings). Zebra finch bouts containing only calls and no388

song motifs were excluded. For both species, the duration of audio chunks was chosen to be roughly as long as the389
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longest syllables (zebra finch: 120ms; mouse: 200ms). No explicit training set was made. Rather, onsets and offsets390

were drawn uniformly at random from the set of fixed-duration segments and the corresponding spectrograms were391

computed on a per-datapoint basis. Thus, the VAE likely never encountered the same spectrogram twice, encouraging it392

to learn the underlying time series.393

To perform the variability reduction analysis in Figure 6d-e, song renditions were collected (see Audio Segmenting) and394

a spectrogram was computed for each. The whole collection of spectrograms was then jointly warped using piecewise-395

linear time warping [42]. Fixed-duration training spectrograms were made by interpolating normal spectrograms (as396

described in Spectrograms) at linearly spaced time points in warped time, generally corresponding to non-linearly397

spaced time points in real time. As above, spectrograms were made during training on a per-datapoint basis. After398

training the VAE on these spectrograms, latent means were collected for 200 spectrograms for each song rendition,399

linearly spaced in warped time from the the beginning to the end of the song bout. Lastly, for each combination of400

condition (directed vs. undirected song) and timepoint, the variability index described above was calculated. A total of401

186 directed and 2227 undirected song renditions were collected and analyzed.402

Software Availability403

The latest version of Autoencoded Vocal Analysis, the Python package used to generate, plot, and analyze latent404

features, is freely available online: https://github.com/jackgoffinet/autoencoded-vocal-analysis.405
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4 Supplementary Figures493

Figure S1: Left column: Named acoustic feature variance explained by latent features. Right column: Latent acoustic
feature variance explained by named acoustic features.
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Figure S2: Traditional acoustic features are highly correlated. Left column: pairwise absolute correlations between
named acoustic features when applied to the datasets in Figure 2. Right column: pairwise absolute correlations of latent
features for the same datasets.

Figure S3: The VAE learns a parsimonious representation of acoustic features. When trained on mouse syllables (from
Figure 2a), the VAE makes use of only 7 of 32 latent dimensions. When trained on zebra finch syllables (from Figure
5a), the VAE makes use of only 5 of 32 latent dimensions.
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Figure S4: Representative sample of nearest neighbors returned by several feature spaces. Top block: Given 20 random
zebra finch syllable spectrograms, both Sound Analysis Pro and latent acoustic features consistently find nearest
neighbors of the same syllable type. Bottom block: Given 20 random mouse syllable spectrograms, latent, MUPET, and
DeepSqueak feature spaces generally find acoustically similar nearest neighbors. However, latent features consistently
return better matches than either MUPET or DeepSqueak features.
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Figure S5: Latent features better represent constricted variability of female-directed zebra finch song. At top is a single
rendition of a male zebra finch’s song motif, with individual syllables labeled A-F. The top row of scatterplots shows
each syllable over many directed (blue) and undirected (purple) renditions, plotted with respect to the first two principal
components of the Sound Analysis Pro acoustic feature space. The bottom row of scatterplots shows the same syllables
plotted with respect to the first two principal components of latent feature space. The difference in distributions between
the two social contexts is displayed more clearly in the latent feature space, especially for non-harmonic syllables
(D,E,F).
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Figure S6: “Atlas” of mouse USVs. This screenshot shows an interactive version of Figure 4d in which example
spectrograms are displayed as tooltips when a cursor hovers over the plot. This plot is hosted at the following web
address: https://pearsonlab.github.io/research.html#mouse_tooltip

Figure S7: a) Maximum Mean Discrepancy for each pair of recording sessions from Figure 4f. Compare to 4e.
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Figure S8: Three unsupervised clustering metrics evaluated on the latent description of zebra finch song syllables
(Figure 5a) and mouse USV syllables (Figure 5b) as the number of components, k, varies from 2 to 12. Clustering
metrics are reported relative to moment-matched Gaussian noise (see Methods) with a possible sign change so that
higher scores indicate more clustering.
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Figure S9: Absence of continuous interpolations between zebra finch song syllables. Each row displays two random
zebra finch syllables of different syllable types at either end and an attempted smooth interpolation between the two.
Interpolating spectrograms are those with the closest latent features along a linear interpolation in latent space. Note the
discontinuous jump in each attempted interpolation. Compare with Figure 5e.

Figure S10: Removing noise from single mouse recordings (see Recordings). Above is a UMAP projection of all
detected USV syllables. The false positives (red) cluster fairly well, so they were removed from further analysis.
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Figure S11: VAE network architecture. The architecture outlined above was used for all training runs. The looping
arrows at the right of the encoder and decoder denote repeated sequences of layer types, not recurrent connec-
tions. For training details see Methods. For implementation details, see: https://github.com/jackgoffinet/
autoencoded-vocal-analysis
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